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A novella is a short novel, that is, a narrative prose fiction whose length is shorter than that of most novels, but longer than most short stories. No official definition exists regarding the number of pages or words necessary for a story to be considered a novella or a novel. US-based Writers of America defines novella's word count to be between 17,500 and 40,000 words.
Novella - Wikipedia
Novella, short and well-structured narrative, often realistic and satiric in tone, that influenced the development of the short story and the novel throughout Europe.
Novella | literature | Britannica
noun, plural no·vel·las, no·vel·le [noh-vel-ee, -vel-ey]. a tale or short story of the type contained in the Decameron of Boccaccio. a fictional prose narrative that is longer and more complex than a short story; a short novel.
Novella | Definition of Novella at Dictionary.com
Shorter than a novel but longer than a short story, the novella is characterized by its in-betweenness. Think of it as the goldilocks form: it finds that ‘just right’ spot between a short story that feels rushed, and a shaggy, bloated novel.
What is a Novella (and How to Write One): Tips from an Expert
Examples of novella in a Sentence pressed for time, many English teachers have their students read the one novella among the novelist's works Recent Examples on the Web Cassie, of the titular novella, toils faithfully as a public historian.
Novella | Definition of Novella by Merriam-Webster
Novell, Inc. / noʊˈvɛl / was an American software and services company headquartered in Provo, Utah. Its most significant product was the multi- platform network operating system known as Novell NetWare, which became the dominant form of personal computer networking during the second half of the 1980s and first half of the 1990s.
Novell - Wikipedia
Novella demonstrates a confidence and conviction and no less of the delicious melody and vision of previous albums. As has been the case with other recent re-issues the sound has been cleaned up and most impressively the additional discs, featuring a previously released RAH concert from 1977, has benefited greatly from a remastering.
RENAISSANCE - Novella - Amazon.com Music
Novell Inc., a global software leader, began managing and securing work environments and making people more productive in 1979. Novell was acquired by The Attachmate Group in 2010, and by Micro Focus International in 2014.
Novell History and Product Links | Micro Focus
See the Documentation Archive for previous product releases that are in General Support, Extended Support, and Self-Support.
Novell Documentation
This website contains information about Novell and Novell’s mental health services, our therapists, how to access our services as well as general mental health information.
Novell & Novell Counseling Services
The Novella in New Haven, CT offers studio, one, and two bedroom no-fee rental apartments, with state of the art building amenities and stylish features.
Home - The Novella
Novell's technical support site with up-to-date patches and files, Knowledgebase, and forums.
Support | Micro Focus - Novell
In the 14th century, Italian writers began writing collections of short tales, each of which they called a novella because it represented a new literary form; from this word, three centuries later, the English coined the noun novel. Examples of novel in a Sentence Adjective She has suggested a novel approach to the problem.
Novel | Definition of Novel by Merriam-Webster
Novella submissions are currently open. We’re hoping to publish our first novella in late 2020. Novella submissions typically take six months. Feel free to reach out to us if you've been in consideration for longer.
Driftwood Press Submission Manager - Novella
A novella is a written, fictional and prose narrative, usually longer than a novelette but shorter than a novel. A novella generally features fewer conflicts than a novel, yet more complicated ones than a short story. The conflicts also have more time to develop than in short stories. They have endings that are located at the brink of change.
Novella Books - Goodreads
Novell A prominent network software company. Its flagship product, Netware, has been a corporate standard for building local-area networks (LANs) for decades. Novell was founded in 1983 and was acquired by The Attachmate Group in 2010, and by Micro Focus International in 2014.
What is Novell? Webopedia Definition
noun a fictitious prose narrative of considerable length and complexity, portraying characters and usually presenting a sequential organization of action and scenes. (formerly) novella (def. 1).
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